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The calculus of deterministic fractal functions is introduced. F~actal interpolation
functions can be explicitly indefinitely integrated any number of times, yielding a
hierarchy of successively smoother interpolation functions which generalize splines
and which, just as in the case for the original fractal functions, are attractors for
iterated function systems. The fractal dimension for a class of fractal interpolation
functions is explicitly computed. © 1989 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

In [B] Barnsley introduced some real-valued interpolation functions,
defined on a compact interval in IR, which appear well suited for
approximating naturally occurring functions which display some sort of
self-similarity under magnification. The functions are analogous to splines
and polynomial interpolations in that their graphs are set to go through a
finite number of prescribed points. They differ from classical interpolants in
that they obey a functional relation related to self-similarity on smaller
scales:

Let xo<x/ < .. , <XN. Let Lj be the affine map satisfying Lixo)=xj_/,
LixN)=Xj, j=I,2, ...,N. Let Yo,y/, ... , YNEIR. Let -1<txj <l,
j= 1, 2, ..., N. Let X = [xo, X N ]. Let Fj : X x IR -+ IR satisfy

XEX, y/, yzEIR, (1.0)

j= 1,2, ..., N. (1.1 )
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FRACTAL INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS 15

The fractal interpolation function, abbreviated FIF, associated with
{(Lix), Fix, y) )}j"~ I is the unique function f: X ~ IR satisfying

f(LJx)) = F;(x, f(x)), j= 1, 2, ... , N, XEX. (1.2)

The function f is continuous because of the continuity conditions (1.1) at
the joints. On each subinterval [xj _ I' xJ f interpolates between Yj _ I and
Y;, and the graph is also related to the function over the whole interval.

The graph off is the attractor for the iterated function system on X x IR,
{(Lix), Fix, y))}f~l (see [BD] and the brief review below).

Barnsley's main original examples of FIF theory were derived from affine
functions Fj , and they typically were fractals-having a noninteger
Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension [M] or fractal dimension [CFMT].

In this paper we deal with FIFs where

(1.3)

We show that if the q/s are linear, and the x/s are equally spaced, and the
ICl) = Cl, j = 1, 2, ..., N, with liN < Cl < 1, then whenever the interpolation
points do not lie on a straight line, the fractal dimension of the graph of
fis

1
. 10g(JV;;(.f))
1m --='-'-----"-"'...:....:...

b_O 10g(l/<5)
2 + log~,

where JV;;(.f) is the minimum number of <5 x <5 squares needed to cover the
graph off

We note that the integrals of FIFs satisfying (1.3) are also FIFs. (The
differentiable examples cannot actually be fractals. We retain the name
fractal interpolation function because of the flavor of the scaling in the
definition (1.2) and because some derivative of these functions is typically
fractal.) We show that we can make en interpolations with FIFs associated
with n + 1 degree polynomial q/s. There are more problems specifying end
conditions for these interpolants than for classical splines.

The casino functions of Dubins and Savage [DS] are a special case of
FIFs derived from just two maps where the q/s are constant. These and
related FIFs are cumulative distribution functions for probability measures.
These measures are simple cases of p-balanced measures [BD].

An outline of this paper follows. In Section 2 facts about iterated func
tion systems and FIFs are summarized. Sections 3 and 4 concern integrals
of FIFs and the inverse problem of interpolating with a en FIF. In
Section 5 we refer to casino functions and generalizations. In Section 6 we
introduce binary operations on iterated function systems for FIFs. We use
this formalism in Section 7 to produce a sum representation of FIFs. We

640/5711-2



16 BARNSLEY AND HARRINGTON

calculate the fractal dimension of some FIFs in Section 8. Finally, in
Section 9, we mention a generalization and some directions for further
exploration.

2. A SPECIAL CASE OF ITERATED FUNCTION SYSTEMS

FIFs are the attractors of a special class of iterated function systems. The
general definition involves a complete metric space K. Let H be the set of
all nonempty compact subsets of K. Let W n: K ~ K be continuous,
n = 1, 2, ..., N. Then {K, wn : n = 1, 2, ..., N} is an iterated function system
(lFS).

For any S E H, let W( S) = Un wAS). G E H is an a/rae/or for the IFS if

G = W(G).

If K is compact, then any IFS has an attractor (not necessarily unique).
Starting with any SEH we can form W(S)=wo 1(S), wom(S)=
W 0 WO m- 1(S). Let G be the set of accumulation points of {wo m(S) }~= 1.

An IFS is hyperbolic if

for all x, yEK, n= 1, 2, ..., N.

In this case the IFS has a unique attractor,

G= lim wom(S).
m~ cD

A FIF is associated with a hyperbolic IFS where K = [xo, X N] x IR and
w)x, y) = (L)x), F)x, y)). In this paper we consider only cases where

(2.1 )

Barnsley [B] has shown that the moments of such FIFs can be recur
sively calculated.

3. INTEGRAL OF FIFs AND DIFFERENTIABLE FIFs

Suppose f is a FIF satisfying (2.1). We show that its integral is also a
FIF.
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THEOREM 1. If f is the FIF associated with {(Li x ), Fix, y)) }f= 1 where
F/x, y) = aj Y + q)x), and

!(x) = Yo +r f(t) dt,
'<0

(3.1 )

then! is the FIF associated with {(L)x),F)x'Y))}:=1 where for
j= 1, 2, ..., N

(3.2)

(3.3 )

Proof

= Yj-I + ajr f(L)t)) dt.
'<0

Now use the functional equation

f(L)x)) = ajf(x) + qj(x);

!(L)x)) = Yj_1 + ajr (rxJ(t) + q)t)) dt
'<0

=Yj-I + ajrx)!(x) - Yo) + ajr qj'
'<0

Hence! is the attractor of the stated IFS. The continuity conditions at the
joints Yj must be satisfied since the antiderative! is continuous. Now let
x = X N above:
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Next (3.2) follows from h =Yo + L:~~ I Un - Yn- d· Substituting} = N into
(3.2) yields (3.3). I

COROLLARY. Use the notation of the theorem associated with f l' = f if
and only if] is the FIF associated with {(Lj(x), Fix, y»}t~ I where

Fix, y)=ajy+qix )

}= 1, 2, ..., N.

Proof The if part is immediate from the theorem. For the converse
suppose ](0) = Yo is given:

h- h-I = FixN, YN)-Fixo, Yo)

This is the same information that we used to uniquely determine
YI, Y2' ..., YN in the theorem, The equations FiO, Yo)= YN then uniquely
determine the constant terms in ql> q2' .." qN' I

EXAMPLE. Letfbe the FIF passing through (0, 0), (~, 1), (i, -1), (1,0)
with

LI(x) = ~x,

L 2(x) = ~ + !x,

L 3(x) = i + !x,

FI(x, y)=h+x

F 2(x, y) = h + 1- 2x

F3(x, y) = h - 1+ x.

Figure 1 shows the graph of f Figure 2 shows the graph of lex) = Jo f,
which passes through (0,0), d, -k), (i, H), (1, ~) and is generated by

~ 3 1 2

FI(x, Y)=g Y+"4 x

~ 3 7 X x 2

F 2(x, y) =16 y +16 +"4-"4

~ 3 17 1 x 2

F3(x, y)=16 y+ 32 -"4 x +S'
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The simple method used to generate the graphs of f and 1 on a
microcomputer is described in [B].

If we iterate the corollary we get conditions satisfied by an nth
antiderivative.

THEOREM 2. Let X o < XI < X 2 < ... < X N. Lj(x) is the affine func
tion satisfying L/xo)=xj_l, Lj(xN)=xj, j=1,2, ...,N. Let aj=L;=
(xj - x j_ d/(x N- xo),

F)x, y) = C(j Y + qj(x), j = 1, 2, ..., N.

1

o
FIGURE 2
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Suppose for some integer n ~ 0, 1(X/I < ai, qi E C[Xo, xNJ, j = 1, 2, ..., N. Let

k = 1, 2, ..., n. (3.4 )

If F/-1,k(X N, YN.d=Fik(xO, YO,k)' j=2, 3, ..., Nand k= 1,2, ..., n, then
{(L;(x),Fi(x, y))}f=1 determines a FIF fEC[xo,xNJ, andf(k1is the FIF
determined by {(Lj(x), F/k(x, y)) }f~ 1, k = 1, 2, ... , n.

Proof Equations (3.4) are just

solved for YOk and
{(Li x ), Fik(x, y)) }:~ I

k=O, 1,2, ..., n. The
k = 1, 2, ..., n. I

YNb so the hypotheses directly imply that
is the FIF for some continuous function gb
corollary to Theorem 1 shows g~ _ I = gk,

4. INTERPOLATING WITH C FIFs

In practice one is less likely to want to recognize a C FIF than to
construct an interpolation through specified points (Xi' y).

The simplest C FIFs are constructed from n + 1 degree polynomials.
With all (Xis set to 0, the result is a classical spline, but the general case
provides some new algebraic twists.

THEOREM 3. Given are a positive integer n, interpolation points (Xi' Yi)
j = 0, 1, 2, ..., N, horizontal contraction factors ai = (Xi - Xi _ d/(xN- xo), and
vertical contraction factors \l.i with the bound I(Xii < ai, j = 1, 2, ... , N. Suppose
f is a CnFIF associated with these parameters where the qis are polynomial;
of degree at most n + 1. Let dj be the n dimensional vector given by
(d/h=f(k)(xi ), k=1,2, ...,n. Let Y=(YO'YI"",YN)' There are nxn
matrices CNand D N and an n x (N + 1) matrix EN (computed in the proof)
depending only on ai' (X/, j = 1, 2, ..., N, such that

CNdo+ (D N- I) dN+ ENy = 0, (4.1 )

where I is the identity matrix. Either eN or D N- I or both may be singular.
They are both nonsingular if, for given ais, the (Xis are close enough to 0.

Remark. If the ais and (Xis were to be given so C Nor D N- I is singular,
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then, unlike with spline interpolations, there will sometimes not be a
solution for given y and derivatives at one endpoint.

Proof of Theorem 3. If we let PO) = f and qjO) =qj, then the formulas in
Theorem 2 for the IFSs associated with f and its derivatives imply that the
joint conditions to be satisfied are

f (k)( ) (k)( )

f (k)( .) = rt.j X N + qj X N
x J k 'aj

f (k)() (k)()
f (k)(. ) = rt.j Xo + qj Xo

xJ - 1 k'aj

j= 1, 2, ..., N,

k=O, 1,2, ... , n

j = 0, l, 2, , N
k = 0, 1, 2, , n.

(4.2)

(4.3 )

Let q)x) = Lk;:' ~ qk) (x - xo)/(xN- xo))\ j = 1, 2, ... , N. Define the vec
tors Sj by

k = 1, 2, , n,

j = 1, 2, , N.
(4.4 )

Let f3j be the diagonal n x n matrix with (f3Jkk =qiaJ, k = 1, 2, ..., n,
j= 1, 2, ..., N. We can rewrite (4.3) when k>O

For k = °we obtain

j= 1, 2, ..., N. (4.5)

or

From (4.2) with k =°we find

n+!

Yj= rt.j YN + L qij'
i=O

j= 1, 2, ..., N.

j = 1, 2, ..., N.

(4.6)

(4.7)

We can use (4.6) and (4.7) to solve for the highest order coefficient in
the q/s:

n

qn+l,j=Yj-rt.jYN-(Yj-l-rt.jyO)- L qij'
i= !

(4.8)
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Eliminate qOj and qll+ I,j from the expression for qj:

(4.9)

k = 1, 2, ..., n,

Divide by aJ and differentiate using the notation nr = n!/(n - r)!:

q)kl(X N) 1 {" . II

. k =( _ )k Lqij1k-L(n+l)kqij
G/ x j x j _ 1 i~k i~l

j= 1,2, , N,

k = 1, 2, , n.

(4.10 )

If we replace q ij by (SjL( (xi - Xi _ tliji!) and let tj be the vector with

q(kl(x )
(t) = j N

J k ak'
J

then (4.1 0) can be written as matrix equations

j= 1, 2, ..., N,

where

1~i<k~n

j= 1, 2, ..., N

and the n x (N + 1) matrix Pj is defined by

(n + 1 )k
(PjY)k= ( )k [(Yj- Yj-tl-aiYN- Yo)],

Xj-Xj _ 1

Now we can rewrite (4.2) when k> 0:

dj = Pjd N + T;Sj + PiY,

Substitute for Sj using (4.5)

dj = Pjd N + Tidj- 1 - Pjdo) + Pjy.

k = 1, 2, ..., N.

(4.11 )

(4.12 )
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We wish to define matrices Cj, Dj, and Ej so

dj = Cjdo+ Djd N+ Ejy.

Starting from do = Ido+ Od N+ Oy we have

23

(4.13 )

Co=I, Do=O, £0=0.

Then we use (4.12) to recursively calculate

Cj= T/Cj_ 1 - f3j)

Dj= TjD j_ 1 + f3j'

E j= TjEj _ 1+ Pj'

j= 1, 2, ..., N (4.14 )

Taking j = N in (4.13) is equivalent to (4.1) of the theorem.
Once y, do, and dN are specified consistent with (4.1) then we can always

calculate the q/s determining fUse (4.14) and (4.13) to obtain d/s, and
(4.5) for 8/s, and (4.4) and (4.9) for q)x).

If all the a/s are 0 then we reduce to the case of classical splines, and CN

and DN - I are invertible. Since these matrices depend continuously on the
a/s, they are invertible for small enough a/so I

Example 1, below, shows that C Nand DN - I can be singular.

EXAMPLE 1. We take the simplest case, where n = 1. All the matrices
but Ej and Pj reduce to numbers:

CN=(-I)N+f3N-f3N_l+'" +(-I)N- 1f31

DN-I= -1+f3N-f3N-l+'" +(_l)N- 1f31'

If each f3)s the same (there is a consistent ratio of horizontal and vertical
scalings), then CNand DN - I will not be singular. In other cases with
N ~ 3 they may be.

Take N = 3. Both CNand D N - I are 0 if

This would be true if each aj = tal = a3 =~, a2 =~. In this extreme case
there is a C 1 FIF f only if Yo - 3YI + 3Y2 - Y3 = 0, to make E 2 y = O.

With N any even number ~4, the two conditions for singularity would
not be the same, but each is attainable.
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EXAMPLE 2. Interpolate through (0,0), (1, 1), (1,0) with (Xl = (Xl = ~ and
make a Cl FIF:

If we choose to make do = 0 then

5
Qll=13'

11
qll= --

13

.5 ,--------------

.25
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1 1 5 11 2 5 3
F (X Y)=- Y+-+-X--X +-X
2, 5 3 13 13 39

25

Figure 3 is the computer generated graph of f

5. CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

A special case of FIFs has been discussed by Dubins and Savage [DS,
Chaps. 5 and 6]. The graph of f goes through (0,0), (x" yd, (1,1) with
0< Yl < 1. iX, = Y, and iX2 = 1- Y, are chosen so q,(x) and q2(X) are
constants, 0 and Y,. w)x, y) = (L)x), F) y)) maps the unit square onto the
rectangular regions I and II in Fig. 4 for j = 1, 2. The resulting FIF is a
continuous, increasing function, and hence a cumulative distribution
function for some measure.

The idea can be generalized to have N intervals and 0 = Yo < y, < ... <
YN = 1. In this case w)x, y) maps the unit square onto the rectangle with
diagonally opposite corners (Xj~" Yj_,) and (xi' Yj)' The resulting FIF is
again a cumulative distribution function. The associated probability
measure is the p-balanced measure [BD] arising from the IFS on [0,1],
{L)x)}f~" with the probability iXj = Yj - Yj_' associated with the map Lj .

II

FIGURE 4
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6. BINARY OPERATIONS AND SHAPE COMBINATIONS

We discuss some algebraic properties of the iterated function systems
that generate FIFs. We fix the space K = [xo, X N] x fR and use a shorthand
notatiOn for an IFS:

We use the same symbol for the operator on compact sets
W(S) = ur~ 1 w}S). We use U, V, and Z to denote other IFSs for FIFs on
the same space K. Rather than introducing more new characters for all the
subsidiary functions and parameters associated with U, V, and Z, we will
subscript. For example, Z consists of N z functions, ? = {ZJr; 1, W
consists of N = N w functions, ....

Of course W has the same attractor as WoW, which also can be
expressed as

If a fractal function exhibits one pattern first on a larger scale and a
different one on a smaller scale, associated with Wand Z, respectively,
then we might want to consider a hybrid

which is again an IFS but its attractor is a FIF only if the initial and final
interpolation points for W match those for Z.

We wish to modify the composition operation so the result is always an
IFS for a FIF. First we introduce the normalization of W, denoted W,
defined to shift y coordinates so Yo =YN = O.

The coordinate change is

B(x, y)=(x, y+b(x)),

where b(x) is the affine function satisfying b(xo) = Yo, b(xN) = y N' Then
W= {Wj} where wj=B-'wjB.

We can now define the shifted composition W 0 Z to end up with the
coordinate system of W:

W 0 Z = {Bwo WjoZko Bfj}} = {Wjo Bwo B Z1 ° Zko Bzo B w }·

This shifted composition is clearly associative, so we could define a
semigroup.
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There is an obvious additional operation for Wand Z, if they have the
same x/s and a/so If

WJx, y) = (LJ'), aj Y + qw/(x))

Z/x, y) = (L)x), ajy + qz,(x)), j=1,2, ... ,N

then the sum of the FIFs associated with these IFSs will be the FIF
associated with U = WEB Z, defined

We can use a lower triangular matrix of functions to represent W j and B

[
L 0 ]Wj=::: / ,
qj aj'~

where .~ is the identity function.
Matrix multiplication then involves the composItIon of component

functions. We can make a consistent definition of EB for lower triangular
matrices of functions with the same main diagonal,

LEMMA.

if bj , c}' dj , Ij are functions IR ....... IR with Ij strictly linear.

Proof First the EB operation on the R.H.S. makes sense since the main
diagonal of the product of lower triangular matrices is independent of
the off-diagonal elements. One may easily show by induction that the
off-diagonal element of a product depends linearly on the off-diagonal
elements of the matrices in the product. That is reflected in the EB
operations in the lemma. I

There is a similar statement relating 0 and EB for the IFSs we have been
discussing.

THEOREM 4. If WEB Z and U EB V are well defined by the definition
above, then

(WEBZ) 0 (UEB V) = (WO U)EB(Z 0 V).
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Proof If W = Wand Z = Z, then the theorem is a direct translation of
the previous lemma with m = 2. In the general case, however, there must be
a change of coordinate matrices included at either end. Since

the theorem follows from the lemma with m = 4. I

Given W we can define Ow by WEB°w = W, thus Ow is the function
system with x/s and a/s matching W, but with all q/s identically to zero.

Theorem 4 is easily equivalent to the collection of identities

1. WOZ= WOOzEBOwOZ,

2. 0uO(WEBZ)=(OuO W)EB(OuOZ),

3. (WEBZ) 0 0u = (W 0 0u)EB (Z OOu)·

Identity 1 says that any shifted composition can be written simply as a
sum. In the next section we give a geometric interpretation to identity 1
and use it to analyze FIFs.

7. SUM REPRESENTATIONS OF FIFs

Recall from Section 2 that if we are given an IFS W = {Wj };'= l' and if S
is a nonempty compact set, then wo n(S)n ~ 00 approaches the attractor for
W. We suppose W is associated with a FIF, so the attractor is the graph
of a function f with f(xo) = yo,f(xN ) = YN' If g is any continuous function
satisfying these end conditions, then there is another function satisfying
these end conditions so W of the graph of g is the graph of h. We use the
notation

WOg=h.

In a manner analogous to the way we defined shifted compositions for
IFSs and FIFs, we can extend the definition of W 0 g to allow any
gE C[xo, x N ].

Let bg be the affine function matching the values of g at Xo and x N'

Define g= g - bg so g equals °at the endpoints. Iff is the FIF for W then
b w = br. We define
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We obtain results like the ones in the last section

(WOZ)Og= WO(ZOg)

( W $ Z) 0 (g + h) = W 0 g + W 0 h

(W$Z) 0 g= WO g+Z 00.

29

If 10EC[XO'XN ], jj=WOjj_I' j=l,2, ... , then the FIF for W,
I = lim jj. Since the limit is independent of10' we can take 10 to be just b w

(or equivalently 0).
Then II = W 0 10 interpolates between the points (xj ' yJ.
Using identity 1 from the end of the last section we find

12 = WO WO b w= [(WOO w)$ (Ow 0 W)] Ob w

= WO(OwObw)+OwO(WOb w)

= WObw+Owo/l

=/1 +OwO/I' (7.1)

The graph of 0 wO g has the graph of g compressed sideways into each
interval [xj _ 1 , xJ and scaled vertically by IY.j , j = 1,2, ..., N. Let SI =II,
Sj=OwOSj_l,j=2, 3, ....

The manipulations in (7.1) can be extended with more shifted composi
tions with W to obtain

Hence

1= L Sn'
n=l

We use the representation in the next section.

8. THE FRACTAL DIMENSION OF SOME FIFs

For continuous real valued functions I on [xo, x N ] let

vfb(f) = the number of J x J square regions

required to cover the graph off

(7.2)

THEOREM 5. Let I be the FIF interpolating beween (xo, Yo), ..., (x N, YN)
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with affine q/s, Xj-Xj_ 1 constant, and lal =a,j= 1, 2, ... , N, l/N<a< 1. If
the interpolation points do not lie on a straight line then

lim log u¥,;(f) = 2 I ~
I 1/ ' + ogN'

b ~o og u

Remark. This limit is called the fractal dimension of the graph of f
[CFMT]. We use the notation D(f) for it.

This is a fairly easy number of approximate with a computer, unlike the
Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension. If we are looking for a simple mathe
matical model for a given fractal function, we would specify that a sequence
of points match and use an approximation of the fractal dimension to
choose a.

For the proof of Theorem 5 we use two simple lemmas.

LEMMA 1. u¥,;(f) < (l/b)((x N - xo) +g~ Idf(x)l) + 1.

Proof u¥,;(f) - 1 < 1/15 . length of graph < l/b( (x N - xo)+g~ Idfl) by
the triangle inequality. I

LEMMA 2. u¥,;(Lj.O ~ 2 Lj u¥,;(h)·

Proof (1) If we require that the x coordinates of each box go exactly
from one multiple of 15 to the next, then we claim Lj u¥,;(h) ~ u¥,;(Lj h)·
Because of our extra assumption we can treat each x-interval [jb, (j + 1)15]
separately. Consider just one such interval. The height of the image interval
of L h is less than the sum of the height for each h separately. The claim
follows from the fact that the number of boxes in a column required to
cover an image of height d is exactly the smallest integer ~ d/b.

(1) If we do not assume the above restriction on x-coordinates, then
we can cover any unrestricted box with two restricted ones, and double the
bound. I

Proof of Theorem 5. We can make an affine change of coordinates if
necessary to assume Yo = Y N = O. Let

A = max 1,1),

(1) First we show D(f) ~ 2 + log~. We use the notation of the last
section for fk and Sk' We find

fN IdSjl = (Na)J-l V,
xo

fXN (Nat-1
Idfnl ~ V· .

Xo Na-1
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00

j=n+ 1

31

Hence the graph of tn is contained in a rectangle of length (xN-Xo) and
height (an+ I V)I(l- a), so No(tn) ~ Kan;t? for some constant K.

We may apply Lemmas 1 and 2 and choose large enough constants K j

so

We make n = kin 15, with k chosen so the exponent on 15 in the first two
terms is the same. Since

we obtain

k In a - 2 = k In(Na) - 1

k= -1/ln N

(
1)2+1n~/lnN (1)

fib(f) ~ K4 b + K3 b

In a
D(f)~2+-1-=2+log~.

nN

(2) Now we obtain the corresponding lower bound for D(f).
Use I as a multi-index (iI' i2, ..., in), III =n, L/=Li,oLi2o ... oLin' On
L/[xO,XNJ, Sl"oo,Sn andfn are affine functions, L/[xo,xNJ is I/Nn- 1 of
LiJxO, x N]. On L;Jxo, xNJ SI varies by ,1 i[' On L/[xo, xNJ, SI varies by
I/Nn

-
I ,1 i[. On LiloLi2[XO,XNJ S2 varies by ai[,1 i2 . On L/[xO,xNJ S2

varies by I/Nn
-

2 ail ,1 i2 °o··

For the general case define a /} as the sign making

Then on Li[xo, xNJ S} varies by (a/}a}-l/Nn
-}) ,1 ij , j= 1, 2, 00" n.

The total jump of In on L/[xo, xNJ is

640157/1-3
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Since I has the same terminal values as In on L I[ x o, x N], the size of its
range on this interval has at least as large a magnitude. Hence the total
number of squares used to cover the graph of Ion this interval is at least

If we take 15 ~ liNn, then

where the 1 is included because a square may be doubled counted if it
covers parts of two adjacent intervals. To bound some of the absolute
values of sums in the last inequality we note

Since Nrt> 1 there is an m such that for all n large enough

1
ntm (JIiNrt)J-l Jill ~ I. f (-Nrt)J ,1 I·
J~l J~n-m+l

Suppose max 1,1) is attained for j = I. Then by considering only all multi
indices whose last m entries are 1

1 1 In-m n I
.A';;(f)?:215III~~_mNn-l J~l (JIiNrt)J-l JiJ+J~n~m+l (NrtY-

1
,1, ,

where the sum for all I with III = n - m can be replaced by the number of
terms, N n

- m, times the average term. Since the sign of the part inside the
absolute value is the same for all I and since the average of the Dis is zero,
we find that the first summation inside the absolute values drops out of the
average, so

Use 15=N- n so n= -logt and rtn=15-log~ to obtain

Ks
.A';;(f)?: 15 2 + log~

D(f)?: 2 + log~. I
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We make one immediate generalization concerning the coordinate
change matrices B, and then suggest other possible generalizations and
related investigations.

We assumed b(x) was an affine function, but any continuous function
satisfying

(9.1 )

would work, except for the formulas with the EB operation to work we
need the added restriction

Bw+z=BwEBBz · (9.2)

For a en FIF, the sum representation still works, but the summands are
not generally C. This can be remedied by requiring

k=1,2, ...,n. (9.3)

If b w is chosen as the polynomial of degree at most 2n + 1 satisfying both
(9.1) and (9.3), then (9.2) will also hold.

Now we suggest some other avenues.
Much more could be said about the new classes of smooth interpolation

functions. For what sort of endpoint conditions, in what circumstances is
there a unique solution? Is there a minimum energy interpretation as with
cubic splines?

We allowed the scaling in the y direction to include a reflection (if
!Xj < 0). What if we allow the horizontal scalings to also reverse direction?
For some}, L)xo) = xj and Lj(x N ) = Xj_l (xj and xj _ 1 are switched). There
should be reasonable generalizations of Section 3-8. What happens to
moment theory [B]?

Another generalization would be to allow x o, x I, ... , X N not to be a
monotonic sequence. The attractor would be a continuous curve r (but not
the graph of a function) passing in order through (xj ' Yj),} = 0, 1, ..., N. We
believe Sr Y dx should still be calculable. It should be expressible in terms
of signed measure on the attracting curve (negative where dx is negative).
Can moments be calculated? Does the original formalism need much
change?
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